An innovative model of parcel distribution is emerging from the accelerated evolution of drones and the effort of logistic companies to proceed faster deliveries at a reduced cost. This new modality originated the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP) in which customers are served either by a truck or a drone. Additionally, this variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) presents several new restrictions concerning the drone such as endurance and payload capacity. This work proposes a hybrid heuristic that the initial solution is created from the optimal TSP solution reached by a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) solver. Next, an implementation of the General Variable Neighborhood Search is used to obtain the delivery routes of truck and drone. Computational experiments show the potential of the algorithm to improve the total delivery time up to 67.79%. New best-known solutions (BKS) are established for all FSTSP instances that results are reported in the literature. Furthermore, a new set of instances based on well-known TSPLIB instances is provided.
Introduction
According to 2017 Global Online Consumer Report (KPMG, 2017) for 43% of the customers, one of the most important characteristic when deciding where to buy is the enhanced delivery options. This characteristic is because the millenniums -people born between 1980 and 2000 -have a higher demand for instant satisfaction than earlier generations. Even though they are increasingly comfortable with buying products online, they are more likely to visit shops to get the product right away, rather than await delivery. For this reason, companies need to continually create ingenious ways to shorten delivery times and therefore satisfy the needs of customers. One of the most innovative announcements envisioning the improvement of delivery process occurred in December 2013 by Amazon's CEO Jeff Bezos, who declared that one of the biggest e-commerce company was testing drone parcel delivery. The project has described a drone (generically known as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles -UAV) that departs from a warehouse loaded with a parcel, travels to the customer's location where it drops the container, and then returns to the warehouse. This operation demands no human intervention or guidance. Since Amazon's announcement, many companies started their drone delivery projects. Google calls Project Wing the research team responsible for developing technologies to make this drone delivery possible. Also in 2013 DHL launched a project called Parcelcopter that in 2016 accomplished more than 100 successful deliveries, including deliveries to remote villages within 30 minutes, which is faster than transporting them across steep terrains in a car (Burgess, 2016) . Another successful company is JD.com, China's second-largest e-commerce, that is developing a drone capable of delivering packages weighing as much as one metric ton throughout rural areas of the country flying a total of 100km before recharging (Meredith and Kharpal, 2017) . Moreover, the automobile company Mercedes-Benz teamed up with the drone logistic company Matternet to start a project based on a van drone delivery concept. The project is a combination of work between van and drone in which the drone reads the destination information using a QR code on the package; then it proceeds to deliver the goods with a speed of up to 70km/h and endurance of 20km (Etherington, 2017) .
Even though drones are fast, their payload capacity is minimal, and they are restricted by a limited endurance, this means that after each visit the drone has to return to the depot, which is not efficient. On the other hand, trucks are heavy and slow, but they can carry numerous parcels. This information is summarized in Table1 defined by Agatz et al. (2016) . The high speed of the drone and the large capacity of the truck are complementary features of each vehicle that can make the delivery process more efficient and, possibly, at a lower cost. A possible form to take advantage of these attributes is combining the work of drone and truck to attend all customers. Hereafter is a brief description of the delivery model assumed in this work which was introduced by Murray and Chu (2015) known as Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP). Primarily, the drone is launched from the truck, then proceeds to deliver goods to a customer and finally joins back the truck in a third location. While the drone goes to a customer, the truck can travel to deliver parcels to other customers. Moreover, the truck has to travel to the returning customer before finishes the endurance of the drone.
The contributions of this work concern in combining the best features of each vehicle to build a good truck and drone delivery route to parcel delivery. The proposed heuristic addresses two TSP variants using drones and trucks working collaboratively, the problem presented by Murray and Chu (2015) and the one of Agatz et al. (2016) . Furthermore, a new set of instances based on TSPLIB instances for Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is advised. Overall, the results obtained by the algorithm demonstrate the effectiveness of combining truck and drone for last mile parcel delivery.
Ulmer and Thomas (2017) present a different approach to the problem, a Same Day Delivery Problem (SSDP). For each ordering customer, the provider must decide if the order will be performed in the same day or not and for which vehicle, the truck or the drone. The authors define a Markov decision process model to describe the problem and use a policy function approximation (PFA) to determine the best values for a parameterized policy. The parameter is a threshold of travel distance used to define which vehicle will attend each customer. Trucks preferably serve the customers in the zone of the threshold, and drones preferably attend customers with further distances. The results show that the districting by the proposed PFA is beneficial once it is possible to increase the number of services by the fleet significantly. Wang et al. (2017) study the Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones (VRPD) from a worst-case point of view. The paper describes several theorems formulation for the vehicle routing problem with drones and represents bounds on maximal savings to the companies. Poikonen et al. (2017) enlarger the description of the theorems comparing different drone configurations in the delivery process to determine the maximum benefit. For example, the trade-off between speed and the number of drones, i.e., they compare what is better, a more substantial number of slower drones or a smaller number of faster drones. Pugliese and Guerriero (2017) provide an Integer Programming formulation for the Vehicle Drone Routing Problem with Time Windows (VDRPTW) with the objective function of minimizing the total transportation cost. In this work, the drone has a waiting time limit of the truck after performing a delivery, which prevents it from being idle. Additionally, after delivery, the drone must return to the truck it was launched that is located at another customer.
The problem introduced by Daknama and Kraus (2017) uses several trucks and drones traveling along a route. Trucks follow Manhattan metrics while drones follow Euclidean metrics. A local search was implemented in a framework called JAMES, customized with appropriate neighborhoods.
The primary goal of Goodchild and Toy (2017) 's paper is to determine whether or not drone technology in the logistics industry would have a positive environmental impact regarding vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions. Thus, the work presents models with different scenarios in which trucks and drones originating from a central depot deliver parcels to recipient addresses in circular service zones. The results suggest that a system would perform best with drones serving nearby addresses and trucks delivering to the farther ones.
Another variant for the problem is the Drone Delivery Problem (DDP) by Dorling et al. (2017) where only drones perform the delivery. The distribution center is the return point of routes, where the delivery man changes the battery of the UAV and loads it with another parcel. Moreover, drones can visit a location only once, and perform multiple trips per route. The paper provides a MILP implementation for small instances and for large ones a SA heuristic was proposed to find suboptimal solutions to the DDP within a limited run time. Vorotnikov et al. (2017) also consider the drone as the only vehicle. The addressed problem determines the drone route by solving the TSP with three approaches: the Monte Carlo method, the method of reduction of rows and columns and the averaged coefficient method. Research results show that reduction of rows and columns presents the best cost. However, according to the time criterion for the solution, the latter has a significant advantage, which is especially noticeable with an increase in the number of objects. Othman et al. (2017) introduce four different variants for DDPs. In the first, the drone launches from the truck, and while it is delivering a parcel, the truck is allowed to wait for the drone to return at the previous rendezvous point whereas in the second description the truck is not allowed to wait at the previous rendezvous point. The others definitions are similar, in the third, the truck is allowed to wait for the drone to return at the previous rendezvous point and the drone can be transported by the truck before proceeding to its next customer. Finally, in the last one, the truck is not allowed to wait for the returning of the drone at the previous rendezvous point. They modeled this problem as a problem of finding a special type of a path in a graph of a special structure, and proposed a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the graph problem in metric graphs. Coelho et al. (2017) present an approach using the concept of smart cities to introduce a multiobjective green UAV routing problem. The problem considers a dynamic scenario in which new orders may arrive at any moment. The scenario is composed of airspace divided into two layers: a lower layer, located at low altitudes with lower speed drones and an upper layer, located at high altitudes composed of faster drones. A Multi-Objective Smart Pool Search (MOSPOOLS) Matheuristic is used to obtain a solution to the proposed problem.
The use of drones in a humanitarian manner can have a significant role, especially in post-disaster operations. Whereas it is possible to take advantage of the favorable characteristics of drones, such as the high speed to deliver urgently needed small items in locations with difficult access.
The work of Scott and Scott (2017) is concerned with creating drone delivery models for health-care to locate a warehouse with supplies and drone nests to complete final delivery. They developed two models to the problem; the first one has an objective to minimize the total weighted delivery time, i.e., road covered by the truck plus air covered by the drone. The second model intends to minimize the maximum weighted time for truck/drone delivery subject to a budget and drone travel distance constraint. Table 2 presents an overview of the works related to drone delivery. The authors and year of the publication are in the first column. The second column presents the models proposed. The columns three and four indicate how many vehicles each problem uses. The fifth column states if the node the drone launch from can be the same it returns to. The sixth column indicates if the vehicles follow the same network. Finally, the last column shows the method each author used to address the delivery problem. The column "Problem" presents the acronym adopted in the respective paper or the type they belong to if no definition is provided. Different acronyms have the same description, as can be seen in Ha et al. (2015) and Ferrandez et al. (2016) .
The table summarizes the differences and similarity between the formulations using delivery with drones. A distinct number of drone and truck is used for each work as well as the road network the vehicles travels in. This work deals two variants, the one introduced by Murray and Chu (2015) and the one proposed by Agatz et al. (2016) .
Problem Description
This work assigns a variant of the classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) called Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP) first introduced by Murray and Chu (2015) .
The FSTSP, also considered an NP-Hard problem, describes a drone and a truck that collaboratively delivery parcels to a set of customers. One drone and one truck execute the deliveries. The drone can launch and return to the truck at any customer. However, the drone can only visit eligible customers, i.e., customers that the parcel does not exceed the vehicle payload capacity and respects the endurance of the vehicle to complete the trip. Additionally, while the drone goes to a node, the truck can independently travel to deliver parcels to others customers, considering that the vehicle proceeds to the return node before finishes the endurance of the drone. For better understanding, we define some parameter notation to represent the sets used in the problem. Let C = {1, ..., c} denotes the set of all customers and let the subset C ′ ⊆ C represents the eligible customers to the drone. The distribution center (depot) is denoted by node 0. Thus N = {0, 1, ..., c} represents all nodes in the network.
The drone is allowed to fly in a straight line ignoring the road restrictions; however, the truck must follow the road network. Additionally, vehicles may have different speed. Thus, we consider the travel time instead of the travel distance to respect the traffic characteristics. The truck travel time from node i to node j is given by τ ij . Analogously, τ ′ ij represents the travel time of the drone. Moreover, we consider service time, i.e., the time required before the drone launches to change a battery and load the vehicle with a parcel, represented by s l . s r is the time necessary to recover the drone after a delivery. The drone has a limited flight endurance defined by parameter e.
The objective is to find the minimum cost route that serves all customer locations by either the truck or drone. Both the departure and return to the depot can occur in tandem or independently. However, while traveling in tandem, the truck must transport the drone to save battery. As the drone has unitary capacity, it has to pick up a new parcel at the truck after each delivery. Figure 1 represents a delivery route where nine customer locations are needing to be attended. It is reasonable to observe that serving two customers (customers 4 and 8) with the drone instead of the truck reduces the total distance traveled by truck. Therefore, by shortening the truck route, it is possible to reduce the overall delivery time required to serve all customers.
As demonstrated in Figure 1 a customer can be truck-only, drone-only or mixed. Mixed are the customers where the drone launch or return (customer 3, 5, 6, 9) . Drone-only customers are the ones visited only by drones (customer 4, 8) . Finally, truck-only customers are the remaining truck customers (customer 1, 2, 7).
The drone has a trip composed of three distinct nodes: launch, visiting, and return. The launch node is where the driver can change the battery and load the drone with a parcel. A visiting node consists of a customer that is visited only by the drone. The return node describes the location where the driver recovers the drone. The return node can either be a customer serviced by the truck or the depot, though it can not be a customer already visited. Furthermore, in the case of the depot, the drone cannot be relaunched. All drone trips must respect the endurance flight limit, i.e., the drone has to have enough battery to visit the three nodes and, when necessary, wait for the truck in the return node.
As the FSTSP considers only one drone, two prohibited situations exist in the route, as reported by Ponza (2016) . Figure 2 describes those situations within continuous line representing the truck tour and dashed lines the drone tour. The first case represented in Figure 2a happens when a drone trip starts before the last trip finishes, i.e., a drone is launched from customer c when the trip (a, b, d) was not finished yet. The other situation occurs when a drone trip starts and ends before the last trip finishes, i.e., a launch (node c) and a return (node d) is inside another trip of launch-return (nodes a and f ) described in Figure 2b . 
HGVNS Algorithm
The algorithm framework used in this work presents an exact model to obtain an initial solution and the General Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS) metaheuristic as an improvement heuristic. Algorithm 1 illustrates the hybrid GVNS heuristic framework, named HGVNS. The algorithm is a simple hybrid heuristic integrating an exact method and heuristics. The HGVNS is composed of three steps, described below. The input data is the set of customers and the cost matrices. Two different cost matrices are used: the truck and the drone travel time, τ and τ ′ , respectively (see Section 3).
The first step of the algorithm creates an initial solution where the truck visits all customers. Since this is a regular TSP, a well-studied problem, we use a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) solver to determine the optimal TSP route. The solver requires the truck travel time matrix τ and the entire set of customers to generate the solution (line 1). The solution s * T SP is the optimal solution for the TSP, as it is also a feasible solution for the FSTSP, but not including any drone trip. s * T SP is given to CreateInitialSolution() procedure to add the drone trips to the route (line 2). Finally, the initial solution s is given to the GVNS procedure (line 3), to obtain the improved solution s * , which is then returned by HGVNS.
Algorithm 1 HGVNS Framework
The CreateInitialSolution() procedure, based on the heuristic presented by Murray and Chu (2015) , removes some of the truck's customers and makes them drone customers. Algorithm 2 illustrates the procedure. The algorithm initializes variable maxSavings and truckSubRoutes. Following, for each eligible drone customer j is computed the savings of removing this customer from the truck route (line 5).
Algorithm 2 CreateInitialSolution
Require: cost matrices (τ , τ ′ ); customers (C, C ′ ) Next, for each sub-route, it is verified if there is a drone trip (lines 4 -13). If the answer is positive, customer j may be relocated in the truck route. If the answer is negative, customer j may be visited by the drone, creating a new sub-route. Ultimately, if one of the operations above reduces the delivery time, the routes of the vehicles are updated (line 15).
The GVNS presented in the third step of HGVNS is defined in Algorithm 3. Given an initial solution (line 3), the main operation iterates over the parameter k until it reaches the stop condition, which is the cardinality of the list of neighborhoods |N |. Each interaction generates a solution s ′ from a neighborhood N (k) (s) of current solution s (line 4).
Next, a local search, named RVND (Algorithm 4), is performed in solution s ′ to obtain s ′′ as the local optimum (line 5). If the cost value of the obtained solution is better than the incumbent one, s ′′ is assigned as the current solution and the search continues with N (k) (s). Otherwise, the next neighborhood in the list N is executed (lines 6 -11). Both procedures, GVNS and RVND use the same neighborhoods list N .
Algorithm 3 General Variable Neighborhood Search
Require:
Generate a point s ′ at random from k th neighborhood of s (s ′ ∈ N (k) (s)).
5:
s ← s ′′ 8:
else 10:
end if 12: end while
The local search used by GVNS is the Randomized Variable Neighborhood Descent (RVND). The RVND, presented in Algorithm 4, differs from VND by randomly choosing the next neighborhood. First, the heuristic initializes a list of neighborhoods and then shuffles it (line 1). The algorithm ends when counter k reaches the stop condition, which in this case is to perform all neighborhoods without improvement (line 3). We apply the Best Improvement (BI) approach that exhaustively explores the neighborhood and returns one of the solutions with the lowest solution value (line 4). Then, the neighborhood solution s ′ is compared with the current solution s. Thus, if s ′ is better than s, s ′ is the new solution. The list of neighborhoods is reinitialized and shuffled again (lines 5 -7) and the counter is restarted k. The neighborhoods used in this method are detailed in the Sections 4.2 to 4.8.
Algorithm 4 Randomized Variable Neighborhood Descent
Require: s, τ , τ ′ C, C ′ Ensure:
Find the best neighbor s ′ ∈ N (k) (s)
Reinitialize and shuffle N 8:
Neighborhoods
The data structure used to store the solution of both truck and drone is an array. However, the drone's array is composed of a tuple of three values, indicating the launch, visit and return node of a trip.
When a change is performed on a truck-only customer the cost of the new solution can be calculated in O(1), using the following formula:
In Equation (1), set θ − represents the removed edges and θ + the reconnected edges set. Sets θ − and θ + have a fixed size. Considering n the number of customer, |θ − | << n and |θ + | << n . An example of the use of Equation (1) is to calculate the new cost of the solution presented in Figure 4 (b). The edges {(0,5), (3,1), (6,2)} ∈ θ − were removed and edges {(0,1), (6,5), (3,2)} ∈ θ + were reconnected. Therefore, the new solution cost is represented in Equation 2, considering that τ is the travel time between two customers.
Now, if the movement is performed in mixed customers, different situations arise. However, the drone trip only modifies the solution cost when its last trip returns to the depot. Thus, even when the drone trip is modified, the new solution cost may be defined entirely by the changes in the route of the truck.
Hereafter is presented the seven neighborhoods structures. A neighborhood movement is accepted as long as it results in a feasible solution: the move must not violate the endurance constraint, and it must not create the prohibited situations of Figure 2. 
Reinsertion
This neighborhood removes a customer and reinserts it in other position in a tentative solution. Figure 3(a) illustrates a relatively straightforward move in which a truck-only customer is relocated. The path represented by Figure 3 (b) -(c) relocates the customer 1, additionally, in both relocations the truck route during a drone trip increases, thus, the drone trip is changed. In case (b) the drone still launches from customer 1, however, in case (c) the trip is inverted, turning customer 1 the return node of a drone's trip. 
Or-opt2
This neighborhood relocates two adjacent nodes of the truck path in an arbitrary position in a tentative solution. In Figure 4 the consecutive nodes 5 and 3 are relocated first in example (a) not affecting the route of the drone and in example (b) increasing the sub-route with a drone trip. 
Exchange
This neighborhood is set to swap a customer with another one in a tentative solution. A violation of the prohibition 2b would occur if the launch and return nodes remain the same. Thus, customer 2 was chosen to be the new returning node of the drone's trip, this way, the trip {5, 7, 1} became {5, 7, 2}. Moreover, the second drone trip {1, 4, 6} continues the same, as the distances are symmetric. 
Exchange(2,1)
This neighborhood is set to swap two adjacent customers with another customer in a tentative solution. Following the explained in neighborhood 4.4, the first trip {5, 7, 1} must have another return node to not violate prohibition shown in Figure 2b . In this, case node 2 was the one selected. Furthermore, the trip {6, 3, 1} was inverted, and the travel distance of the truck enhanced, increasing the waiting time of the drone. 
Exchange(2,2)
This neighborhood is set to swap two adjacent customers with another two adjacent customers in a tentative solution. In the example illustrated by Figure 7 both trips were reversed. While the drone waiting time travel of trip {5, 7, 1} decreased, the waiting time of the trip {1, 4, 6} increased. 
2-opt
This move performs a 2-opt on the solution: two edges are removed from a tentative solution and the two paths created are reconnected in the only possible way to keep a valid tour. The removed edges must be truck-only or mixed nodes, and if one of these edges are under a drone trip another return node must be selected (represented by trip {5, 7, 1} that changed to {5, 7, 6} in Figure 8 ). Figure 8 represents the 2-opt move where edges (5, 3) and (2, 8) are removed. Thus edges (5, 2) and (3, 8) are created, reversing the path between nodes 5 and 8. 
Relocate Customer
This move is based on the method Shift(1,0) described in Penna et al. (2013) . The purpose of this method is to reduce significantly delivery time, therefore removing a customer from the route of the truck and, then, inserting in new drone trip. First, sub-routes are formed envisioning not to violate the prohibitions. For example, in Figure 9 the sub-routes are {0, 5} and {1, 6, 4, 2, 8}. Afterwards, an evaluation is made to determine the launch, the new drone customer, and the returning node. If a triple combination of nodes is feasible, it is then accepted, and the node which is going to be visited by the drone node is removed from the route of the truck and inserted in the route of the drone between the launch and return node. In the example, the customers 1, 4 and 6 were chosen to be the launch, visit and return of the drone, respectively. 
Computational Experiments
A series of computational experiments was performed to test the effectiveness of the HGVNS. The algorithm was coded in C++ (g++ 5.3.1) and executed on an Intel R Core TM i7 Processor 3.6 GHz with 16 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux 16.04. The MIP solver used to find a optimal TSP solution was Concorde 1 3.12.19 with CPLEX 12.6.3. HGVNS was tested in three benchmark sets. Two sets found in literature, advised by Ponza (2016) and by Agatz et al. (2016) . A new set of instances was developed based on the TSPLIB 2 well-known instances for the TSP. In the tables presented hereafter, the column Inst.denotes the instance name and n represents the number of nodes (the depot and n − 1 customers). Moreover, BKS indicates the best-known solution value found in the literature. Columns s F ST SP and T ime denote, respectively, the best solution value and the computational time in seconds associated to the MIP running time plus the GVNS algorithm, gap states the difference between s F ST SP and BKS. Column s * T SP describes the optimal tour obtained with the TSP Solver Concorde. Finally, s F ST SP is the average solution cost of ten runs and gap is the gap between the average solutions and the BKS. A negative gap indicates an improvement.
Results of HGVNS in Ponza (2016) instances
The first set of instances was provided by Ponza (2016) based on the original formulation of Murray and Chu (2015) . The instances were generated over a map of 32km × 32km, to reflect the idea of some companies about a 10 km endurance of the drone and thus be able to perform some feasible routes. In the map, the depot is always at coordinate (0, 0) and the locations of the customers are randomly generated.
The parameters previously defined in this work assumed different values: the service time to the launch (s l ) and return (s r ) of the drone is 0.6 minutes and 0.5 minutes, respectively. The drone speed is 80.47 km/h (50 mph), and the truck speed is 56.32 km/h (35 mph). The endurance of the drone is 24 minutes. Additionally, the travel time matrix of both vehicles is calculated based on the same road network, and, finally, the percentage of feasible drone customers is 80%. This experiment was performed by running HGVNS ten times for each instance. Tables 3 -4 provide the results. Table 3 advises the improvement of addressing the FSTSP, i.e., truck and drone in the delivery process, over the classical TSP. According to the results, it is possible to reduce the total travel time up to 30.38% in this set of instances and get an average improvement of 19.50%. Table 4 compares the FSTSP results provided by Ponza (2016) with HGVNS results. It is possible to observe that HGVNS acquired better results in all instances, achieving an improvement of 24.84% in instance 150.2. Regarding computational time, HGVNS is executed within a short runtime, 10.15 seconds on average. However, it is difficult to precisely compare to the method runtime of Ponza (2016) as the work does not report the computer configuration. Agatz et al. (2016) 
Results of HGVNS in

instances
We also address the TSP-D, a problem introduced by Agatz et al. (2016) which presents different restrictions compared to the FSTSP described in this work. The FSTSP defines an endurance and service time at the launch and return of the drone to the truck. Thus, some of the constraints of the FSTSP have been relaxed to adapt to the problem. First, the drone has unlimited endurance (e = ∞), therefore, as result of this definition, the period a vehicle can wait for the other to arrive at the return node is indefinite. Lastly, service time is not required for the launch or return of the drone, i.e., s l = s r = 0.
The following experiments are using the instances for the TSP-D provided by Agatz et al. (2016) . However, the authors did not provide a complete review of the experiments, thus, we were unable to compare the results obtained with HGVNS and the method used by Agatz et al. (2016) .
In the original paper, it is explained with details how to generate the coordinates of the locations. The authors proposed three sets of instances changing coordinates distribution. The first distribution type is called uniform. In this instances, the coordinates for every location are drawn independently and uniform. The second type of instance is single-center that uses an angle α and a distance r from a normal distribution to obtain instances with locations closer to the center (0, 0). Finally, double-center instances use the same strategy of single-center, but every location is translated by 200 distance units over the x-axis with a certain probability.
For each type of instance three different scenarios exist, which determines different speed configurations for the drone. A value of α = 1 determines that both vehicles have the same speed. The drone speed is twice as fast as the truck when α = 2 and, finally, the drone speed is three times as fast as the truck when α = 3. Tables 5 -7 are broken down into the scenarios labeled α. The tables present for each group of n the average of ten distinct instances. The table's columns follow the same definitions aforementioned. The complete table with the results running HGVNS can be seen in the supplemental material.
According to the tables it is possible to observe that scenario α = 1 obtained the worst results in all set of instances -uniform, single-center and double-center when compared with the other two subcategories of alpha. The different solution cost is due to the higher speed of the drone that enables it to visit a greater number of customers, and also visit customers within a further distance. The higher improvement occurred in the instance with 75 customers distributed following the configuration single-center. The instance achieved an improvement of 62.24% in comparison to the TSP optimal solution. Furthermore, the instances presenting a smaller number of customers and the same speed for both vehicles reported the smallest improvement. Additionally, the set unif orm showed the lowest average improvement. As concerns computational time, the different distribution of customers does not affect runtime, however, when the vehicles present the same speed, and they are uniformly distributed runtime increases. 
Results of HGVNS to new instances from TSPLIB
Here we propose a new set of instances associated with the original problem specifications described by Murray and Chu (2015) . The proposal of new instances set is due to three main reasons. First, the instances introduced by Murray and Chu (2015) present a small number of customers, up to 10 customers in the FSTSP description. Further, Ponza (2016) considered in his work the same road network for both vehicles, thus to compare our results with the ones of his work, the travel distance was calculated using Euclidean distance. Finally, in Agatz et al. (2016) different restrictions to the FSTSP are stated, such as the endurance of the drone and service time (see Section 5.2). Therefore, we introduce instances based on the well-known instances of TSPLIB. A total of 25 instances containing between 51 and 200 nodes were selected and appropriately adapted to the problem. Drones are usually faster than trucks, since they are not affected by congestion, and they can fly in a straight line not following the street network. Unlike drone, trucks must respect traffic sign regulation and follow the street network. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider different road network for the vehicles. The Euclidean metric is used to describe the drone travel distance considering the straight line flight, and in order to simulate the city block distance, it is used Manhattan distance to represent the truck travel distance. From the TSP coordinates, two different matrices were calculated to represent the road network that each vehicle travel. The truck matrix matrix was computed using Manhattan distance, and another was estimated using the Euclidean metric to describe the drone travel distance. Additionally, both distances were divided by the speed of each vehicle to obtain the time required to travel among the customers.
The customers considered eligible to drone delivery are randomly generated such that for every instance there are between 85% and 90% serviceable customers and the other 10% to 15% are truck-only customers due to geographical limitations, exceedingly heavy parcels or other criteria.
Furthermore, we considered that both vehicles speed is 40 km/h and the drone endurance is 40 minutes. All these FSTSP characteristics are based on the ones presented by Murray and Chu (2015) .
This experiment was performed by running HGVNS ten times for each instance. Table 8 provides the results obtained with HGVNS. The table follows the definitions mentioned before.
HGVNS was able to find better solutions when compared to TSP optimal solutions for all instances. For instance pr107, HGVNS obtained the best solution cost, presenting an improvement of 4%. Meanwhile, instance d198 had the minimal improvement with 0.35%, when compared to the TSP optimal solution value.
Figures 10 and 11 shows the solution for pr107 instance, where the colored lines represent the UAV routes while the continuous black line represents the truck route. HGVNS manages to assign 16 delivers to the drone. It is possible to observe that the triangulations performed by the truck in the route illustrated by Figure 10 were, in its majority, replaced by a drone trip illustrated by Figure 11 , transforming the truck trip into a more orthogonal one. 
Concluding Remarks
The Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP) concerns a variant of TSP which has been showing potential over the last years through the constant investments of companies such as JD.com, Amazon, Mercedes-Benz, among others. The problem consists in the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), also known as drones, working collaboratively with trucks in parcel delivery. We presented a hybrid heuristic using the complementary characteristics of truck and drone to perform deliveries with reduced time. The algorithm implemented in this work, named HGVNS, initially uses a MIP solver to obtain the optimal TSP tour, whose solution is subsequently enhanced by the metaheuristic General Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS).
HGVNS was tested in three benchmark sets, two sets found in literature: the instances presented by Ponza (2016) and the instances introduced by Agatz et al. (2016) . The third set is a new one developed based on TSPLIB instances for the TSP.
In the instances introduced by Ponza (2016) , HGVNS improved the solution of the majority instances achieving an improvement up to 24.84% to the previously best-known solution values.
A variant of the FSTSP proposed by Agatz et al. (2016) called TSP-D was also studied. The computational tests using their 1383 instances evidenced that the speed of the drone interferes with the total delivery time, however, the effect of double or triple truck speed is very similar. That said, the best improvement occurred in one instance with 75 customers where the drone traveled twice as fast as the truck, and the least improvements were observed for instances where both vehicles presented the same speed.
A new set of instances based on the well-known instances of TSPLIB is proposed to fulfill the need large instances following the original model of Murray and Chu (2015) . The best solution found in these instances shows an improvement of 45.48% when over the optimal TSP tour value.
A new modality of parcel distribution is raising from the increasing development of drones and the effort of companies to perform deliveries faster at a reduced cost. Thus, this work has plenty to contribute demonstrating that collaborative work of truck and drone can drastically decrease delivery times up to 67.79%.
Future research directions include formulating a Mixed Integer Linear Program for the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem. Moreover, it opens a huge field of research in distribution and logistics area. For example, one can study the capacitated version of the problem with multiple delivery trucks and multiple drones per truck.
